Lean Logistics & Supply Chain Networks:
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Principles of the Lean Fulfillment Stream

- **Eliminate all the waste**
  - Eliminate waste to increase value

- **Make customer consumption visible**
  - Build and Ship to the cadence of customer demand

- **Reduce lead time**
  - Increase flexibility

- **Create level flow**
  - Goods and information moving on a flow based on customer demand
Principles of the Lean Fulfillment Stream

- **Use pull systems**
  - Avoid overproduction and excess inventories

- **Increase velocity and reduce variation**
  - Move smaller lots more frequently

- **Collaborate and use process discipline**
  - Create problem solving culture

- **Focus on Total Cost of Fulfillment**
  - Systems Thinking to achieve quantum results
Lead Time = Value + Waste

Lead Time is Only Made of Two Things!
The Ultimate Business Model

Build to order = No overproduction so what’s the problem?

Supply LT + MLT + OL < Customer LT = BTO

Supply LT + MLT + OL > Customer LT = Forecast
The defining characteristic of a system is that it cannot be understood as a function of its isolated components. First, the behavior of the system doesn't depend on what each part is doing but on how each part is interacting with the rest ...

*Kofman and Senge, 1993*
Processes Want to Fall Apart

In a system, a process that occurs will tend to increase the total entropy of the universe.

Second law of thermodynamics
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